ASLSK S2 EOP Updated Errata
Pg.1, 2nd column, Acknowledgment:
Add: “and Miikka Sohlman (BGG user name Hipsu)”
between “(BGG user name jadrain)” and “for offering”
and change “his” to “their”, to read “…Adrain (BGG user
name jadrain) and Miikka Sohlman (BGG user name
Hipsu) for offering their critical editorial eyes …”
Pg.6, 1st column, 1st full paragraph, last line:
Add to very end: “and 1FP residual.” To read: “Place
First Fire and 1FP residual.”
Pg.7, 2nd column, GT1 RtPh, 2nd paragraph, lines 6-7:
Delete: “and is therefore eliminated for failure to rout
(accomplishing what the DC failed to do)” and replace
with: “but since he is no longer adjacent to GO enemy,
he can stay right there in O6 adjacent to the broken
enemy in O7.”
Pg.7, 2nd column, GT1 RtPh, 3rd paragraph, 8th line:
Insert footnote after “L5” to read as follows: “This rout is
illegal in that it closes the distance to enemy in I4. The broken leader
in M5 should instead be eliminated for failure to rout, but because
of integration down-stream, just look the other way this time (i.e., I
claim A.2). He is adjacent to a German unit in N4 so he must rout. He
can't go to L5 because it would approach a Known Enemy Unit
(NEU), and can't go to M6 because that would move closer to the
broken German 467 in O7. All other spaces are either adjacent to
the German MMC or in the case of L4 clearly moving towards a
NEU.”
nd

Pg.8, 2 column, Board Inventory, Russian:
Add: “O6: BkDM447” to end.
Pg.8, 2nd column, RT1 RPh, 2nd paragraph,:
Line 3: delete: “attempt of a leaderless broken MMC”
Line 4: add “447” between “broken” and “squad”
Line 5: replace “HS” with “Conscript squad”
Line 6: add “447” between “the” and “squad.”
Pg.8, 2nd column, RT1 RPh, last paragraph:
Line 4: add “or O6” between “from L5” and “(adjacent
…”
Line 4: replace “unit” with “units”
Line 5: Add “and O5” after “M5.”
Pg.10, 1st column, RT1 RtPh, Line 5:
After “… struggles into L6 (MF1-2).” Insert: “The Russian
squad in O6 is adjacent to GO enemy and therefore
must rout, but is also encircled by enemy preventing

him from routing. Therefore, he is eliminated for failure
to rout.”
Pg.14, 2nd column, RT2 PFPh, 1st line:
Delete: “,7-0” and add the following footnote to “447”:
“The 7-0 leader is planning to move, so will not participate in
Prep Fire.”

Pg.16, 2nd column, 1st full paragraph:
Line 4: change “2FP” to “6FP”
Lines 5-6: Delete: “(two column reduction for the +2
Smk hindrance)”
Line 7: change “1RF” to “4RF”
Lines 8-9: Delete : “(4RF reduced by two columns just as
above to 1RF)”
Line 8: add footnote to “attack” as follows: “Not in SK1 or
official errata, but Residual firepower left in a location is reduced by
an IFT column shift to the left for every positive DRM resulting from
effects outside of the target hex in effect during the attack that
created the residual firepower (see ASLRB A8.26).”

Line 11: change “1RF” to “4RF”
Pg.17, 1st column, 1st full paragraph:
Line 3: change “1FP” to “4FP”
Line 4: change DR to “=2,5=7, +1=8”
Pg.23, 2nd column, GT5 MPh, 2nd paragraph:
Line 1: Change “+3” to “+2” and add immediately
thereafter: “(sBldg and FFNAM)”
Also, add a footnote for corrected “+2: as follows: “If this
unit had declared Assault Move, even intending a 0 (zero) hex move,
it would have executed the smoke grenade (spent MF) more
carefully and would have not suffered from a -1 FFNAM DRM.”

Pg.26, 1st column, GT6 PFPh, 4th line:
Change DR to “=4,2=6, +2=8”
Pg.27, 2nd column, lines 16-17:
Delete: “but no ELR”
Comment: Broken units never suffer ELR reduction.
Pg.29, 2nd column, 1st full paragraph, Lines 4-5:
Delete: “Also, F10 being within Normal Range and in the
open of E9 must now be DM’d again.”
Pg.30, 1st column, 2nd line:
Before “F10 Low Crawls …” Insert: “F10, being in open
ground and within Normal Range and LOS of E9, must
now be DM’d again.”

